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American Story

Many people underestimated AdolfHitler's influence, but not American journalist
WilliamShirer. He described a rallyfor Hitlerat Nuremberg in September 1934: "Likea
Roman emperor Hitlerrode into this medieval town.... The streets, hardly wider than
alleys, are a sea of brown and black uniforms.... [W]henHitlerfinallyappeared on the
balcony for a moment ... [people] looked up at him as if he were a Messiah,their
faces transformed into something positivelyinhuman." The passion of the Nazis
shocked Shirer, and soon it would shock the rest of the world.
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The Rise of Dictators

In the late 1920s, Adolf Hitler achieved wide popularity in Germany. In his
book Mein Kampf (My Struggl~, Hitler set forth his political views.

"He who wants to live must fight, and he who does not want to fight in this world,
where eternal struggle is the law of life, has no right to exist.~~
~c..as''1\

========- ~
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~

When Hitler became the leader of Germany, he put his strong words into action.
Hitler was among other ruthless leaders to rise to power in the 1920s and 1930s
'by taking advantage of people's anger and suffering. Some Europeans resented
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the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, signed in
1919,which ended World War I. When a worldwide economic depression hit in the 1930s,frustration and fear added to this anger.
Hitler and other leaders promised a better
life. They described a glorious future to people
humiliated by losing a war. Once they gained
political power, these men became dictatorsleaders who control their nations by force.

Italy
Benito Mussolini rose to power by appealing to the resentment of many Italians who felt
they had not won enough in the Versailles
treaty. Mussolini made fascism-extreme
nationalism and racism-popular in Italy. By
1922 his Fascist Party had gained enough
strength to force the king of Italy to declare
Mussolini the head of the government. Within a
few years, Mussolini had banned all political
parties except his Fascist Party.
Known as II Duce (the leader), Mussolini
quickly put an end to democratic rule in Italy.
Civil liberties and the free press ceased to exist.
Boys and girls of all ages were enrolled in military organizations that taught them loyalty to
the new government. Mussolini built up Italy's
military and vowed to recapture the glory of
the ancient Romans.
In 1935Mussolini sent Italian forces to invade
the African nation of Ethiopia, which it
annexed-took
over as its own territory.
Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassieappealed to the
League of Nations for help: "God and history
will remember your judgment. It is us today. It
will be you tomorrow." The League responded
by banning trade in weapons and certain other
materials with Italy, but it lacked the power to
enforce the ban. Italy withdrew from the League
and continued its aggressive policies, attacking
and annexing its neighbor Albania in 1939.

Germany
The Great Depression had hit Germany
extremely hard. Millions of people had lost their
jobs, and its economy teetered on the edge of
collapse. Germans rallied around Adolf Hitler, a
shrewd politician and a spellbinding speaker.
Hitler gained popularity by exploiting people's
concern about unchecked inflation ~d severe
unemployment. Hitler also played upon bitterness over the Versailles treaty. The treaty had
forced Germany to give up some of its territory
and to make heavy payments to the victors.
In 1921 Hitler became chairman of the
National Socialist German Workers' Party, or the
Nazi Party. Openly racist, Hitler and the Nazis
portrayed the German people as superior to all
others. They directed much of their anger
against Jews, whom Hitler blamed for Germany's problems. His extreme anti-Semitismhatred of the Jews-would
later lead to
unspeakable horrors.
Soon after he became chancellor, or chief minister, of Germany in 1933, Hitler ended all
democracy and established totalitarian rule. In a

ThisAmericancarto9n.·.•?fMu~solini·porttayshirnwith
shp~podYrsmaILpands,a ..huge beIIY,·andfear in hisey~s.
Mussolini'sarm is raisedin a familiar fascist salute.What

isithe)artistsaying.about··Mussolini ••and·fascism?
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totalitarian state, a single party and
its leader suppress all opposition and
control all aspects of people's lives.
Hitler claimed that Germany had
a right to expand its territory. Germany's neighbors watched uneasily
as he rebuilt Germany' s military
strength in defiance of~theVersailles
treaty. To gain support in his expansion plans, Hitler formed an alliance
with Italy in 1936.
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Japan
During the Depression many Japanese grew frustrated with their government's failure to solve economic
problems. As a result, military leaders rose to power in the early 1930s.
These leaders thought they would
solve Japan's problems by expanding
Japanese power in Asia.
In September 1931,Japan launched
an attack on the province of Manchuria in northeastern China. The
League of Nations condemned the
attack, but it took no action.
Left unchallenged, Japan set up a
government in Manchuria. In 1937
Japan invaded northern China, moving southward until it occupied most
of the country.Three years later Japan
signed a pact of alliance,known as the
Axis," with Germany and Italy.
II

Soviet Union
In the late 1920s, Joseph Stalin
rose to power as the Communist
leader of the Soviet Union. Stalin
demanded complete obedience from
the people he ruled and got it
through the use of force. Stalin executed his rivals, ordered the deaths
of thousands suspected of supporting his rivals, and sent millions of
Russians to labor camps. He also
reorganized the nation's economy,
forcing millions of people onto government-owned farms.

American Neutrality
While dramatic changes were taking place in
the world, most Americans wanted to avoid
involvement. To keep the nation out of future
wars, Congress passed a series of Neutrality
Acts between 1935and 1937,which banned the
sale of weapons to nations at war. The laws also
allowed trade only to nations that could pay
cash for goods and transport the goods in their
own ships. Many American loans to European
countries from World War I remained unpaid,
and Congress wanted to prevent more debts.
~

Explaining What is fascism?

Germany on the March
Hitler began moving forward with his plans
for expansion. In March 1936,he ordered troops
into the Rhineland. The Treaty of Versailles had
declared the Rhineland, a German territory west
of the Rhine River, a neutral zone.
Hitler's next victim was Austria. Hitler
insisted that Germany should be unified with
Austria, a German-speaking nation. In March
1938,he sent troops into Austria and annexed it.
Hitler turned next to the Sudetenland, an
area of Czechoslovakia where many Germanspeaking people lived. Falsely claiming that these
people were being persecuted, Hitler announced
Germany's right to annex the Sudetenland.

Czechoslovakia was prepared to fight to keep
the Sudetenland. Britain and France, fearing
a full-fledged war in the region, sought a peaceful solution to the crisis. In September 1938,
European leaders met in Munich, Germany.
Britain and France thought that they could
avoid war by accepting Germany's demands-a
policy later known as appeasement. At the
Munich Conference, the leaders agreed to turn
the Sudetenland over to Germany. Hitler, in
turn, promised not to expand Germany's territory further. The British prime minister, Neville
Chamberlain, returned home to cheering
crowds, declaring that the agreement had preserved "peace for our time."
Hopes for peace were shattered the following
spring. In March 1939, Hitler's army seized the
rest of Czechoslovakia. Now even Chamberlain
realized that Hitler could not be trusted.
Meanwhile, Hitler was making plans to invade
Poland. He worried, however, that such an attack
would anger Stalin because Poland bordered the
Soviet Union. Though bitter enemies, Hitler and
Stalin signed a treaty called the Soviet-German
Non-Aggression Pact in August 1939. The pact
freed Hitler to use force against Poland without
fear of Soviet intervention. The Nazi-Soviet pact
shocked the leaders of Europe.
~
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Semitism, totalitarian, appeasement.
2. Reviewing Facts What actions did
Stalin use to gain obedience from the
Russian people?

Reviewing Themes
3. Global Connections What was the
aim of the policy of appeasement?
Did it work?
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Critical Thinking
Comparing What goals did the lead-

Analyzing Visuals
6. Analyzing Politital Cartoons Exam-

ers of the nations of Germany, Italy,
and Japan share in the 1930s?
5. Sequencing Information Re-create
the time line below and list the major
events in Hitler's rise to power in
Germany.

ine the cartoon on page 753. What
do you think Mussolini's shadow
represents? What word or phrase
would you use to describe Mussolini's
appearance?

Checking for Understanding
1. Key Terms Use each of these terms
in a sentence that will help explain
its meaning: dictator, fascism, anti-

Explaining Did the policy of
appeasement work? Explain.

4.

1921

1933

1936

1938

1939
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